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91650 

INTERIOR CARGO TRAY-(SLIDING VERSION) 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 
1.  Remove inner wheel well panels.  This is the most difficult part of the installation, but is easier if 

you destroy the plastic clips holding them on.  We supply replacement clips to facilitate this. 
 

2.  Remove the rear seat or simple fold it forward.  Remove the retractable seat belt holders from the 

roll bar, rear inner roll cage bolts, and fold carpet off the wheel wells and set on the floor of the vehicle.  

Modification or removal of the rear seat belt may be necessary on the 2003 version to properly install 

the support legs. 
 

3.  Position the tray supports in the vehicle with the “single hole” legs to the rear of your Jeep.  Line up 

those holes with the existing roll cage “bolt holes”, and temporarily bolt in place. 
 

4.  Install the tray onto the supports (see note below), with tray in “locked” position, and determine the 

hole positions for the front leg supports.  Either drill through the support leg holes, or mark the 

positions and drill with the support legs and tray removed.  Use a 7/16” drill bit.  
 

5.  With cargo tray and support legs removed from the vehicle, replace the carpet and locate the hole 

positions through the carpet.  Cut the holes into the carpet using a utility knife and clean the holes by 

running the bolts back and forth through the openings. Reposition the tray and supports inside the 

vehicle and install by bolting through the carpet holes and the wheel well.  Use two flat washers for 

each bolt. 
 

6. With the tray removed, fold the rear seat up between the tray supports and reinstall the factory seat 

belts, taking care to position them around the leg supports and being careful not to impede the 

movement of the tray.   Reinstall the inner wheel wells using the plastic pushpins supplied.  Note:  

Always drive with lock pin in place for safety. 
 

Enjoy your new Warrior Interior Cargo Tray! 

Look for other great Warrior Products at “warriorproducts.com”. 

 

 
 

Operating tips  

Push the release tabs, where shown in the picture  

to the right, to completely remove the sliding tray  

from the mounts.  When sliding the tray back into  

the guides you will always encounter stiff resistance  

as the bearings reseat themselves.  Once installed 

the tray will slide in and out easily. 
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